Trainer Series

The Clutch Court Trainer Series is your entry into the world of premium maple sports flooring. With three systems to choose from, you are certain to find the right performance level and price for your facility.

Trainer One is designed as a value-driven hardwood system that is easy to install. This system’s 3/8” Trainer Pad provides shock absorption for the comfort and safety of athletes. It is intended for facilities seeking moderate performance levels at a low cost.

Trainer Two adds a layer of 15/32” plywood on top of treated sleepers. This layer promotes strength and dimensional stability within the system. For increased stability, Trainer Two can be secured to the subfloor in a system called Fixed Trainer.

Trainer Three accommodates high levels of athletic activity and traffic. With two layers of 15/32” plywood, the system is designed to be the most durable and stable of the Trainer systems. All of the Trainer Series systems utilize the 3/8” Trainer Pad, which provides shock absorption for comfort and safety.

Flexlock Panels

The Flexlock system features a patented criss-cross subfloor design which minimizes the floor’s reaction to changes in moisture. This is accomplished by maximizing the air flow beneath the system. With Tarkett Sports’ foam underlayment, the system provides athletes with appropriate levels of shock absorption.

Performance Series

The Performance Series represents superior hardwood sports surfaces that provide ideal levels of shock absorption and ball bounce. These are perfect systems for any facility seeking a competitive level court.

The Performance system incorporates plywood and a 3/4” CoreCushion Pad that gives a high level of shock absorption. This system is engineered as a competitive sports surface and is suitable for all levels of competition.

Performance Anchor provides for the same characteristics as our Performance system, with the added benefit of a fully anchored subfloor. This system is ideal for facilities larger than 12,000 sq.ft. Performance Anchor is also available in Performance Anchor LP (Low Profile) for circumstances where the height of a court is a concern.

The Performance Anchor Channel System is a patented fixed system with resilient channel inserts (made with recycled rubber) and no floating components. It offers a solid feel without compromising shock absorption. It also fairs well under rolling and static loads while at the same time creating more consistent game play and reducing “dead spots” related to slab profile. 4’ x 8’ panels provide a faster and more uniform installation compared to field constructed systems. This system is also available with a steel reinforcement called Performance Anchor Continuous Steel Channel, offering the same benefits with enhanced dimensional stability.
Tarkett Sports is a division of the Tarkett Group, which was established in 1886. The Tarkett Group has now reached over $2.5 billion in annual sales and is a global leader in commercial, residential, and sports flooring. Tarkett Sports surfacing solutions include hardwood and synthetic basketball courts, volleyball courts, multipurpose gymnasium floors, weight room flooring, running tracks, and its world-renowned FieldTurf artificial turf.

For more information on Clutch Court, including technical data and specifications, visit:

[tarkettsportsindoor.com/clutchcourt](http://tarkettsportsindoor.com/clutchcourt)